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London, UK, 2015 – Hailing down from Manchester an extremely diverse city for upcoming 
talent and which is continuously flooded by waves and waves of overseas Big Names. 
However, Vibe Killers are the new boys on the block, or shall we say the new local 
brothers that are hungry to spread overseas themselves and for this join sinnmusik* with 
their debut EP Question Mark. 
 
Listen: https://soundcloud.com/sinnmusik/sets/sm031 
 
Kicking things off is ‘Question Mark’ the title track on this 4-tracker EP: the unapparent 
vocals and occasional background piano keeps the listener engaged in a jumpy, upbeat 
and uplifting energy.  
 
This edgy sensation is taken on further on the rework by Brighton based Jason Pepperell. 
Highlighting a significant impact a midway break can have, as well as exposing the 'up and 
down' sound giving it that classic garage feel.  
 
G.Markus strips it down and unveils the tracks' fluent layers of drums, bells and snares, 
keeping that playful and sexy drive throughout. 
 
Next up is ‘Quest’. A funky stomper that has got summer written all over it! A compact set 
of break-beating drums and head-bopping kicks, proves it to be both a party starter and an 
early dancefloor groover.  
 
To round things off, Leigh D Oliver polishes the track and draws out a series of chunky 
drops - bringing an even more progressive, fist pumping vibe to the release with a 
extremely bumpy and engaging bass line. 

 
The two brothers Mark and Michael have certainly left a solid footprint with this EP and 
we’ll surely see more by the duo in the coming months.  

– ### – 
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First Reactions: 
 
Mekanism (Needwant / Noir / Exploited / Los Suruba) 
"Nice !!!" 
 
Shadow Child (Polydor / Food Music / RinseFM) 
"Original is cool!" 
 
Justin Harris (Music For Freaks / Hot Creations / Rebirth / Something Different) 
"Both originals are excellent!! Leigh's mix of Quest is dope too - thanks." 
 
Jamie & Matt (Leftroom / Dirt Crew / Made Fresh Daily) 
"Quite like quest the original. Thanks" 
 
Golf Clap (Country Club Disco / Simma Black / Freeze Dried) 
"Leigh D Oliver mix is hot" 
 
LTJ Bukem (Good Looking Records) 
"feeling the Question Mark / Quest Originals most here" 
 
Vanilla Ace (OFF recordings / Nurvous / Suara / Alola) 
"Leigh D Oliver and Jason Pepperell's remixes are best here." 
 
Ioakim (Studio Kreuzberg / Souvenir Music / Get Physical Music) 
"Leigh D Oliver delivers a stunning remix! Full support" 
 
Baldo Gallego (Neovinyl / Good Ratio Music / BLD) 
"Quest Original and G. Markus G-Mix are great! thanks!" 
 
Jackmaster K (Skylax Recs / Killax Recs / Music is Love Recs / Midnight Love Club) 
"Loving quest (original mix); a decent warm deep builder of a tune Think that Leigh has 
switched it up real nice into something just as special; a confident remix steering into high 
energy territory . Question Mark (Jason Pepperell remix) is doing it as well for me too. 
Overall Solid ep" 
 
David Moran (InnerCity Records / Roots For Bloom / Käse Kool ) 
"Yes! Loving both originals, and leigh killing it as always!" 
 
Jonny Mulroy (Hendriks / Nasty Funk Recs / Nurvous Records) 
"Question mark is a groover and Leigh Oliver remix too" 
 
Dale Williams 
"nice vibes question mark original is a roller!" 
 
Adrian Van Pallandt (w&o Street Tracks / sinnmusik*) 
"Love these! great package." 
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Ozzi (All Over It Records / Love Not Money) 
"Leigh is the man!" 
 
Ambrotype (Palms & Flamingos / Suena Hermosa) 
"No question mark on this one! Will definitely play the original mix! Unbelievably great 
house groove! Quest is also very nice, love the bumpy groove on this one. The UK-garage 
touch of the Leigh D Oliver remix impresses me even more! FULL SUPPORT!" 
 
Da Lukas (LouLou Records / MoS) 
"Leigh D Oliver Remix is cool!" 
 
Tom Shorterz (Rinse FM) 
"What a solid EP supporting" 
 
Takxtix (Hustler Trax / D3EP Radio) 
"Question Mark ( Original Mix ) & Quest ( Leigh D Oliver remix ) are my top picks from this 
EP , very much my thing , full support !" 
 
Annegret Perel (O*RS) 
"Solide House record!" 
 
Gustavo Rodrigues (Stereo Addiction) 
"Digging "question mark" original mix! Will try it out, thanks" 
 
DJ Franksen (Plastic City / Komm Mit Musik) 
"question mark is large and full of energy" 
 
Truth Be Told (Roush / Criminal Hype / Carpe Diem Musica) 
"Question Mark (Orig) & the Leigh D Oliver remix will sit nicely in our sets!! Thanks for the 
Promo" 
 
JEPE (Blossom Kollektiv) 
"i really like Sinmusik latest releases! Question mark original for me! thanks" 
 
Askell Haroarson (BORG) 
"Cool release. Liking the Originals and the nice old school feel of G.Markus's mix! Thanks" 
 
Bilal A (Funkdamentalist / Silence in Metropolis) 
"Jason Pepperelli & Leigh D's remixes have a great vibe... thanks for sending!" 
 
Will Hollyoaks (Carpe Diem / 6th Sense Music / Blue Gritt) 
"Good little package this." 
 
A F O N S O (Bis Boys Please / sinnmusik* / Mellow Mgmt) 
"Cool release with a lot of quality mixes. G. Markus G-Mix is great" 
 
Carlo Gambino (Midnight Social Recordings) 
"Great ep. Feeling most of the tracks. For me, it has to be Quest original. Lovely job, will 
sound mega loud. Support" 
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Alex Breitling (S38 Koblenz) 
"Nice EP ! Favorite is Question Mark Original" 
 
Billy Butler 
"g markus has smashed it..what a nice slow mover..full support ..great work" 


